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Ok, so the first year’s increase in solar doesn’t even match your estimate of 3% increase in demand.
However, by continuing to use your figures of 3% annual increase for demand vs. 100% annual increase
for solar, solar power would be providing 100% of demand in just 8 years.

Understood, but it's not exponential growth. Achieving 100% year on year gets much more difficult as the
bottom line number grows. If I sell 1 hot dog, it's real easy to make the jump to 2. It's MUCH harder to make
the jump from 100 to 200.
If you double from 5 to 10 this year, you'll likely NOT get to 20 next year. You may beat 15 (i.e. increasing
growth each year), but not 20.
For the same reason that Joe's general store may be able to double it's business just after startup, but it's
impossible for Walmart to do the same.
All I was saying that with the current infrastructure (aside from solar specific stuff), current operators peg
wind+solar to max out somewhere around 10%. Don't get me wrong, 10% is a huge improvement, and with
hydro, geo, etc. you could be looking at 40% renewable or more. I personally think geo has huge potential on
the west coast for power production (and even elsewhere for holding usage in check in the form of geothermal
heat pumps and the like), and is thus far largely untapped.
I do hope you're right on the grid increasing quicker than that. Past infrastructure has not proved this to be the
case. We're still using very old bridges, water, sewer, etc., and power lines and substations have not been all
that different. We're quick to put in NEW equipment in places that haven't had service. But we seem awfully
slow in repairing or upgrading existing infrastructure.

